MOUNTAIN OF FIRE & MIRACLES MINISTRIES
PROVIDENCE PAVILION OF PRAISE BRANCH RI
SPIRITUAL PICTURE OF YEAR 2012
1 Kings 18:311 Kings 18:31-39, “And Elijah took twelve stones, according to the number of the tribes of the
sons of Jacob, unto whom the word of the Lord came, saying, Israel shall be thy name: [32] And with the stones
he built an altar in the name of the Lord: and he made a trench about the altar, as great as would contain two
measures of seed. [33] And he put the wood in order, and cut the bullock in pieces, and laid him on the wood,
and said, Fill four barrels with water, and pour it on the burnt sacrifice, and on the wood. [34] And he said, Do
it the second time. And they did it the second time. And he said, Do it the third time. And they did it the third
time. [35] And the water ran round about the altar; and he filled the trench also with water. [36] And it came to
pass at the time of the offering of the evening sacrifice, that Elijah the prophet came near, and said, Lord God
of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, let it be known this day that thou art God in Israel, and that I am thy servant,
and that I have done all these things at thy word. [37] Hear me, O Lord, hear me, that this people may know
that thou art the Lord God, and that thou hast turned their heart back again. [38] Then the fire of the Lord fell,
and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and the stones, and the dust, and licked up the water that was
in the trench. [39] And when all the people saw it, they fell on their faces: and they said, The Lord, he is the
God; the Lord, he is the God.”
One word name that you can give to this year is what you can call the cryptic year. When we say that something is
cryptic, it means having hidden meaning; having ambiguous meaning, mysterious, concealed, something that
employs code, something that camouflage or invasive, secretive, unclear, strange.
For some strange reasons, the Almighty has an interest in the in figure 12. No body could explain why. There
were twelve tribes of Israel who were the sons of Jacob, this year is 2012, Jesus chose 12 apostles, 12 is the
number of what is completed that forms a whole and perfect unit, there are 12 gates to the celestial city of new
Jerusalem Rev 21. The bible talks about the life of life in Revelation, there are 12 crops on that tree, 12 spies were
sent to the land of Canaan. Now, Elijah now picked 12 stones and asked them to draw 12 barrels of water.
The 12 figure is used 190 times in the bible and most calendar systems have 12 months in a year. So that forms the
general picture for the year.
CHARACTERISTICS OF YEAR 2012:
1. A year of positive and negative mysterious occurrences.
2. A year of the extinction of the strongmen in charge of hard labor.
3. A year for the Church of God, a year of miraculous deliverances.
4. A year of divine power, divine rulership and divine governmental authority.
5. Although the effect of the boiling year that has done will dovetail into this year, but there are forces there
that will contend with it..
6. The divine judgment that was done last year will give raise to powerful restoration this year.
7. The destruction of the powers behind bondages and hardship shall now bring forth uncommon deliverance
for many.
8. A year of uncommon restoration and the elevation of the forgotten and derided.
9. A year of tribulation for nations who turn their back on the Bible authority and pattern.
10. A year of disgraceful humiliation of proud and wicked rulers.
11. A year apostolic anointing in the nations because of figure 12.
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A year that you must key into from fighting from heavens. Drawers of Powers from the Heavenlies
A year of terrible spiritual warfare.
A year of intensive angelic visitation.
A year crude demonstration of divine power and manifestation.
A year of economic dominion for those who hate wastages.
A year of all round prosperity and multiplication for those who bank with the Almighty
A year of new products yet unknown.
A year horrible and intensive occultic manipulation and falsehood.
A year of progress for those who know their God
.A strategic year in the lives of those who are interested in destiny fulfillment.
A year of new things – businesses, marriages, children, wealth, breakthroughs.
A year that will magnify both success and failure.
A year when the river will swallow the fish.
A year when the crocodile will be forced to miscarry.
A year major conflict in several parts of the world.
A year of geographic and marine madness.
A year where a lot of prayers will be needed to avert mega environmental disasters.
For believers who can key into the school of prayers like Elijah, a year that the altars repairs will bring
down fire.
30. A year of divine announcement of God people.
31. A year of divine vengeance.
32. A year when the Lord will tear the mouth of the lion to bring out what the lion has swallowed.

KEYS NEEDED FOR SURVIVAL IN 2012:
i. When it is hard to pray, then it is time to pray hard.
ii. God can only mould those that he had melted.
iii. Strangers to prayer are strangers to power.
iv. This year worry must die, because worry is faith in the devil.
v. Fame is a vapor, popularity is an accident, and riches take wings but ensure that you have a good
character.
vi. Killing time is not murder but it is suicide.
vii. Anyone can make a mistake but fools practice them.
viii. Keep a cemetery ready to bury unprofitable thoughts.
ix. Fear is unbelief in disguise.
x. Fighting from heaven makes you superior to any enemy. When you are Commanding the Morning
xi. No problem can stand the assault of sustained prayers.
xii. Heavenly wisdom is not a luxury but a need item.
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